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Today, web performance is primarily governed by round-trip latencies between end devices and cloud services. To improve performance, services need to minimize the delay of accessing data. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach to low latency that relies
on existing content delivery and web caching infrastructure. The
main idea is to enable application-independent caching of query
results and records with tunable consistency guarantees, in particular bounded staleness. Q UAESTOR (Query Store) employs two
key concepts to incorporate both expiration-based and invalidationbased web caches: (1) an Expiring Bloom Filter data structure to
indicate potentially stale data, and (2) statistically derived cache
expiration times to maximize cache hit rates. Through a distributed
query invalidation pipeline, changes to cached query results are detected in real-time. The proposed caching algorithms offer a new
means for data-centric cloud services to trade latency against staleness bounds, e.g. in a database-as-a-service. Q UAESTOR is the core
technology of the backend-as-a-service platform Baqend, a cloud
service for low-latency websites. We provide empirical evidence
for Q UAESTOR’s scalability and performance through both simulation and experiments. The results indicate that for read-heavy
workloads, up to tenfold speed-ups can be achieved through Q UAE STOR ’s caching.

INTRODUCTION

In the web and online industry, page load times strongly affect
user satisfaction and central business metrics such as revenue, timeon-site, conversion and bounce rates. Various studies by large web
and e-commerce companies have quantified this effect. For instance, Amazon has found that 100 ms of additional latency decrease revenue by 1%. Google measured that 500 ms of additional
page load time decrease traffic by 20% [30].
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Slow page load times have three sources. When a website is
requested, the first source of loading time is the backend. It consists of application servers and database systems and assembles the
website. The latency of individual OLTP queries and the processing time for rendering HTML slow down the delivery of the site.
The frontend, i.e. the website displayed and executed in the
browser, is the second source of delay. Parsing of HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript as well as the execution of JavaScript that can block
other parts of the rendering pipeline contribute to the overall waiting time.
As of 2017, loading an average website requires more than 100
HTTP requests [2] that need to be transferred over the network.
This requires numerous round-trips that are subject to physical network latency. This third source of delay typically has the most
significant impact on page load time in practice [30].
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Figure 1: Page load time comparison for different Backend-as-aService providers.
Network bandwidth, client resources, computing power and
database technology have improved significantly in recent years.
Nonetheless, latency is still bound by physical network round-trip
times and can hence only be solved by bringing data closer to
clients. Baqend develops a cloud platform based on this idea, to
help programmers build fast websites with a novel approach to web
caching. The central idea is to leverage all available web caches
to not only cache immutable data but also cache database records
and volatile files. This is made possible through a Database-as-a-
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Service (DBaaS) API that detects changes to objects and files and
triggers invalidations [28]. The practical effects are illustrated in
Figure 1 using the example of a simple news website loaded from
different geographical locations with a cold browser cache and a
warm CDN cache. The comparison between our approach and a
number of popular, commercial DBaaS providers (Firebase, Parse,
Kinvey, Azure Mobile Services) is open-source and can be validated in a web browser1 . The implementations only use simple
key-based access (CRUD) to render a data-driven website in the
client. The work presented in this paper extends these results to
caching complete query results.
Today, to the best of our knowledge, no other DBaaS system is capable of exploiting the expiration-based HTTP caching
model and its globally distributed content-delivery infrastructure.
In this paper, we extend the idea of DBaaS web caching from
simple key-based access [28] to query results. Q UAESTOR
(Query Store) is a comprehensive DBaaS system for automatic
query result caching that Baqend employs for data storage in its
high-performance Backend-as-a-Service. Q UAESTOR completely
relies on standard web caching to provide low-latency data access with rich consistency guarantees. We specifically discuss and
implement Q UAESTOR for aggregate-oriented NoSQL databases
that Baqend is based on (MongoDB and Redis). The approach,
however, is applicable to any system serving dynamic data over a
REST/HTTP-based interface.
Motivation. To minimize the effects of backed and frontend latency, web applications are experiencing a sustained shift towards
client-centric, ”serverless” architectures. Web applications now
commonly consume persistence and business logic through REST
APIs of database/backend-as-a-service (DBaaS) systems. While
this widely adopted single-page application model improves usability and developer productivity, web performance now is governed almost exclusively by request latency [30]. Caching is a
well-studied technique for minimizing distance and latency between clients and data. The problem addressed in this paper is
maintaining consistency while caching dynamic database queries
and records. The key idea we exploit is the involvement of the
client in a cache coherence protocol for bounded staleness by providing precise staleness information in a summary data structure.
The expiration-based web caching model gained little attention
for data management in the past, as its static expirations (time-tolive) were considered irreconcilable with query results that change
unpredictably. In this paper, we propose a solution to this apparent contradiction by showing that cache coherence can transparently be maintained by clients. To this end, we introduce the
Expiring Bloom Filter data structure that captures potentially stale
query results and records. By piggybacking the filter at load time,
clients can determine which query results and records can safely be
fetched from caches or trigger a revalidation if needed. At the same
time, the DBaaS pro-actively purges stale results from invalidationbased caches (e.g. content-delivery networks and reverse-proxy
caches). This is achieved by a streaming invalidation system that
detects changes to cached query results in real-time.
Example. As an example, consider a social blogging application.
To retrieve posts on a particular topic, the client queries the DBaaS:
SELECT * FROM posts
WHERE tags CONTAINS ’example’
This (pseudocode) query is posed as an HTTP GET request.
The web’s infrastructure consisting of caches, load balancers,
routers, firewalls and other middleboxes handles the query similar to any other request issued by web sites. In particular, any
1 http://benchmark.baqend.com/

expiration-based caches (browser caches and ISP caches) as well as
invalidation-based caches (content-delivery networks (CDNs) and
reverse-proxy caches) are allowed to answer the query from their
local cache, if the DBaaS previously provided a time-to-live (TTL)
indicating cacheability for a defined time span.
Challenges. In order to make this caching scheme applicable,
Q UAESTOR solves three problems:
1. Invalidation detection. Does a given update operation
change the result set of cached queries?
2. Cache Coherence. How can caches be kept consistent when
they cannot be invalidated by the DBaaS?
3. Cacheability. Which queries and records are cacheable and
what is their optimal TTL?
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Figure 2: The three central challenges of query web caching.
These challenges are illustrated in Figure 2. For every database operation, the DBaaS has to determine whether it invalidates
any cached queries or records (1). This is enabled by InvaliDB, a
scalable subsystem for detecting invalidations of cached query results in real-time. In the above example, an invalidation would be
triggered if a blog post contained in the query result is changed
or a previously non-matching post adds a tag that matches the
query predicate. Cache coherence (2) of expiration-based caches
is based on an Expiring Bloom Filter (EBF), which declares any
potentially stale content. Clients check the EBF before each query
to decide whether cached results are permittable or a revalidation
should instead be performed in order to proactively update any stale
caches. Through different refresh strategies, the EBF guarantees
∆-atomicity [29] as a consistency guarantee with clients freely being able to choose the staleness bound ∆. The cache hit rates are
maximized by statistically deriving expiration estimates (TTL Estimator) and deciding which query results are worth caching (3).
Contributions. The proposed model is a good match for common web workloads that are mostly read-heavy with many clients
accessing the same data before it is updated [32]. To the best
of our knowledge, Q UAESTOR is the first approach that provides
fresh query results served over the web caching infrastructure and
can thus improve performance and scalability of database services
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without requiring additional server infrastructure. Q UAESTOR’s
achieved consistency guarantees are similar to those of Pileus [49],
but we employ widespread web caches instead of custom replication sites and extend the purely object-based approach to queries.
The contributions of this paper are threefold:
• We propose a comprehensive, service-independent approach
for caching dynamic query results and records with rich default consistency guarantees (bounded staleness, monotonic
reads and writes, read-your-writes).
• We introduce a scalable middleware infrastructure for maintaining cache coherence through a query matching pipeline
and Expiring Bloom Filters.
• We provide empirical evidence that for web-typical, readheavy workloads, tremendous latency improvements can be
achieved with arbitrarily bounded staleness.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives some background on the challenges of caching. Sections 3, 4, and 5 present
the key techniques used to make query caching feasible on web
caches: a cache coherence mechanism, a query invalidation system
and a model for dynamic TTL estimation. In Section 6, an in-depth
evaluation of Q UAESTOR is given. Section 7 summarizes related
work, and Section 8 concludes.

2.

BACKGROUND

The two primary causes for page load times are the physical network latency required to transfer assets and dynamic (Ajax) content of the web application and the processing overhead imposed
by fetching data from databases [30]. Caching has previously been
used to address both problems separately. Database caching [5,
37, 11] can reduce query latency at the server side, which however
only constitutes a small part of the overall end-to-end latency. Web
caching is frequently employed to cache immutable files [32, 24,
12, 33, 52, 23] and is hence only applicable to a small subset of
data and explicitly excludes all dynamic data modern applications
are composed of. We seek to address the issues of both approaches
by combining them. As the most general form in which data can
be served to end devices are views and queries, Q UAESTOR’s goal
is to cache them while giving consistency guarantees.
Web Caching. To use web caching for data management, the limited capabilities and guarantees of the HTTP web caching model
have to be respected. Its two primary mechanisms are revalidation and expiration [30]. For any resource, the server assigns an
explicit time-to-live (TTL). Every cache is allowed to store the resource for the defined TTL and then expires it. Clients and caches
can revalidate (presumably) stale resources and thus bypass cached
copies to have the origin server confirm freshness based on a version (Etag) or modification date (Last-Modified). In addition to
this, invalidation-based caches support dedicated TTLs specific to
invalidation-based caches and asynchronous invalidations from the
server that purge stale content [42].
Challenge. Traditional web caching does not give any guarantees
on freshness when expiration-based caches, e.g. browsers, are involved. Furthermore, web caches cannot execute any applicationspecific logic, instead, they only serve non-expired resources by
their unique URL. For cache coherence, expiration-based caches
can only be updated through client-triggered revalidations. Hence
a mechanism is required that timely and efficiently enables clients
to revalidate stale content. Though many DBaaS systems are accessed through HTTP-based REST APIs, to the best of our knowledge, none of them employs web caching.

Geo-Replication. Q UAESTOR is orthogonal to geo-replication
which can also decrease query latency. Many geo-replicated systems, however, either sacrifice consistency guarantees [17, 22, 19]
or induce high write latencies of typically two to three wide-area
round-trips [9, 44, 35, 38, 21, 45]. Furthermore, in contrast to
related systems such as Pileus [49], Q UAESTOR does not require
special replication infrastructure, but instead leverages unmodified
and readily available web caches. In the best case, queries are answered by standard browser caches of end devices, while requests
to geo-replicated database systems require at least the round-trip to
the nearest replica site.
Application model. A database-as-a-service targeted at serving queries and data directly to end users is often referred to
as a backend-as-a-service. Baqend and Q UAESTOR adopt this
model in order to achieve latency reductions in an applicationindependent fashion. In contrast to traditional 3-tier-applications,
we assume JavaScript-based web or mobile applications accessing data through Q UAESTOR’s REST API to load the application (e.g. JavaScript, HTML, images) and dynamic data (queries
and records). Q UAESTOR therefore provides DBaaS functionality
such as query processing, authorization, and schema management.
It is agnostic of its underlying database system and directly answers HTTP requests from browsers for CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations, queries, and file downloads to make them
cacheable as described in the following sections.
In summary, we identify the following problem: In order to
empower the simplistic web caching model to cache queries and
records, cache coherence has to be implemented using both clientside revalidations and server-side invalidations. In the following
sections, we present how Q UAESTOR achieves this for the context
of a document-oriented database service. We assume records to be
rich nested documents that are contained in tables as well as queries
that express any boolean expression over predicates on documents
within a single table. As a concrete representative, we employ the
popular MongoDB query language [40].

3.

CACHE COHERENCE

To illustrate the value of a cache coherence mechanism, consider
an intuitive straw-man solution for query caching.
Static TTL: The server assigns a constant, application-defined
TTL to each query, so that any web cache may serve the query and
staleness is bounded by the TTL. This does not require any query
invalidation logic in the client or server, as the regular expirationbased semantics of HTTP web caching are used. The problem of
this naive solution is that either many stale reads will occur when
the TTL is too high, or cache hit ratios will suffer when the TTL
is too low. The first step to improving this scheme is adapting
the purely static TTLs to the actual frequency of changes for each
query. However, even for a stochastic TTL estimation (described
in Section 3.3), stale reads occur for each deviation from the estimate. To address this, clients require a lightweight representation
of stale queries that can be updated frequently. This allows individual staleness bounds for each client without reducing cacheability
of queries.

3.1

Expiring Bloom Filters

The purpose of the Expiring Bloom Filter (EBF) is to answer
the question whether a given query or record is potentially stale.
This information allows clients to “correct” the TTL of objects and
queries that change before their TTL expires by periodically refreshing the EBF. The EBF exploits the idea that false positives are
safe in the sense that they only cause an unnecessary revalidation –
i.e. increased latency – but do not affect consistency. By allowing
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Figure 3: Q UAESTOR: client-server architecture and components.

occasional false positives with probability f , the EBF achieves a
very small size that is provably space-optimal within a constant factor ( 1.44) and allows O(1) lookups [13]. It can therefore efficiently
be transferred from the server to the client and is much smaller than
the actual set of stale queries and records for most applications.
Even if the set of actual small queries is small and therefore could
be represented as a list, the EBF does not impose considerable overhead as it will be sparse and therefore well-compressible through
HTTP with Gzip [13]. The presented scheme is an extension our
previous Cache Sketch [28] work to arbitrary query results, records,
and files.
Overview of Request Flow. Figure 3 gives a high-level overview
of Q UAESTOR’s architecture and the role of the Expiring Bloom
Filter. From the perspective of a client performing a query, the
request flow is as follows:
1. Upon connection, the client gets a piggybacked EBF (a flat
Bloom filter) containing freshness information.
2. Before issuing a query, the EBF is queried by the SDK to
decide between a normal cached load and a revalidation.
3. The caches either serve their cached copy or forward the
query upstream.
4. For cache misses and revalidations, the server returns the
query result using an appropriate TTL, while registering the
query in InvaliDB to detect future query invalidations. If
the query result later changes before the TTL is expired,
the query is added to the EBF and purged from invalidationbased caches.
Expiring Bloom Filter Structure. A query or read is performed
by querying the Bloom filter bt that was generated at time t. The
key (i.e. the normalized query string or record id) is hashed using k
independent uniformly distributed hash functions that map from the
key domain to [1, m], where m is the bit array size of bt . If all bits
h1 (key), . . . , hk (key) equal 1, the record is contained and considered
stale. Theorem 1 derives the guarantees of the EBF using the timebased consistency property ∆-atomicity [29]. ∆-atomic semantics
assert that every update becomes visible during the first ∆ time units
after the acknowledgement of its write.
Definition 1 Let bt1 be the Expiring Bloom Filter generated at time
t1 . It contains the query string q of every result(q) that became

stale before it expired in all caches. Formally, this is every q for
which holds that ∃ r(q,t2 , T T L), w(x,tw ) : tr + T T L > t1 > tw > tr
where r(x,t2 , T T L) is a query of q at time t2 with a T T L and
w(x,tw ) is a write happening at tw on a record x so that resulttr (q) is
invalidated (see notification events add, change, remove in Section
3.2).
Theorem 1 A query q performed at time t2 using bt1 satisfies ∆atomicity with ∆ = t2 − t1 , i.e. it is guaranteed to see only query
results that are at most ∆ time units stale.
P ROOF. Consider a query issued at time t2 using bt1 and returning result(q) that was stale for ∆ > t2 − t1 . This implies that q
must have been invalidated at a time tw < t as otherwise t2 −tw < ∆
(∆-atomicity not violated). Hence, there must have been an earlier query r(q,tr , T T L) with tr + T T L > t2 so that result(q) is still
cached. However, by the construction of bt1 , the query is contained
in bt1 until tr + T T L and hence stale for at most ∆ = t2 − t1 (proof
by contradiction).
The EBF hence is a Bloom filter that contains all stale query for
one point in time, i.e. queries that became invalid while still being
stored in some cache. Theorem 1 also subsumes record caching, if
q is substituted by the record id and result(q) by the record. In
the following, we will refer to queries and imply that the same
holds true for records. Freshness Policies. The achieved freshness is reflected by the age of the Expiring Bloom Filter. The basic
way of utilizing the EBF is to fetch it at page load to use it for
the initial resources of the application, e.g. stylesheets and images (cached initialization). To maintain bounded staleness, the
EBF is refreshed in configurable intervals. This is achieved in a
non-disruptive fashion by promoting the first query after ∆ seconds
to a revalidation that additionally piggybacks an up-to-date EBF.
Clients can therefore precisely control the desired level of consistency. This polling approach for the EBF resembles Pileus’ [49]
method, where clients poll timestamps from all replication sites
to determine which replica can satisfy the demanded consistency
level. However, the EBF is much more scalable as the freshness information is already aggregated and does not have to be assembled
by clients from different caches or replicas.

3.2

Consistency

Consistency Guarantees. The consistency levels provided by
Q UAESTOR are summarized in Figure 4. The central consistency
level enabled by the EBF is ∆-atomicity with the application and
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3.3

Usage and implementation

Server-side EBF Maintenance. Besides the Bloom filter, the
server-side EBF also tracks a separate mapping of queries to their

How

Δ-atomicity (staleness
never exceeds Δ seconds)

Controlled by age (i.e. refresh
interval) of EBF

MonotonicWrites
Writes
Montonic

Guaranteed by database

Read-Your-Writes and
Montonic
MonotonicReads
Reads

Cache written data and most
recent read-versions in client

Causal Consistency

Given if read timestamp is
older than EBF, else revalidate

Strong Consistency
(Linearizability)

Explicit revalidation (cache
miss at all levels)

Always

Consistency Level

Opt-in

clients being able to choose ∆. Several additional session consistency guarantees are achieved. Monotonic writes, i.e. a global order
of all writes from one client session, are assumed to be given by the
database (e.g. MongoDB) and are not impeded by the EBF. Readyour-writes consistency is obtained by having the client cache its
own writes within a session: after a write, the client is able to read
her writes from the local cache. Monotonic read consistency guarantees that a client will only see monotonically increasing versions
of data within a session. Q UAESTOR achieves this by having clients
cache the most recently seen versions and comparing any subsequent reads to the highest seen version. If a read returns an older
version (e.g. from a different cache), the client resorts to the cached
version if it is not contained in the EBF or triggers a revalidation
otherwise.
If Q UAESTOR exposes an eventually consistent data store, its inconsistency window ∆DB lowers the ∆-atomicity guarantee. The
same holds true if invalidations are performed asynchronously.
However, as the probability that this violates consistency is low
[8], it is a very common choice to accept (∆ + ∆DB + ∆Invalidation )atomicity. By choosing a lower ∆, users can easily compensate both
effects. In practice, adjusting ∆ to ∆ − ∆Invalidation allows revalidation requests to be answered by invalidation-based caches instead
of the origin servers. This optimization significantly offloads the
backend.
Opt-in Consistency Guarantees. By allowing additional cache
misses, causal consistency and even strong consistency are possible as an opt-in by the client. With causal consistency, any causally
related operations are observed in the same order by all clients
[7]. With caching, causal consistency can be violated if of two
causally dependent writes one is observed in the latest version and
the other is served by a cache. Using the EBF, any causal dependency younger than the EBF is observed by each client, as the EBF
acts a staleness barrier for the moment in time it was generated.
However, if a read is newer than the EBF, causal consistency might
be violated on a subsequent second read. Therefore the client has
two options to maintain causal consistency after a read newer than
the EBF. 1) The EBF can be refreshed to reflect recent updates. 2)
Every read happening before the next EBF refresh is turned into a
revalidation. For strong consistency within a client session every
read within that session is performed as a revalidation.
The strongest semantics Q UAESTOR can provide are ACID
transactions. These optimistic transactions exploit the fact that
caching reduces transaction durations and can thereby achieve low
abort rates with a variant of backwards-oriented optimistic concurrency control [27]. We omit details for space reasons, but the key
idea is to collect read sets of transactions in the client and validate them at commit time to detect both violations serializability
and stale reads. The scheme is similar to externally consistent optimistic transactions in F1 and Spanner [21, 44] but can leverage
caching and the EBF to decrease transaction duration for clients
connected via wide-area networks.
Additionally, clients can directly subscribe to websocket-based
query result change streams that are otherwise only used for the
construction of the EBF. Through this synchronization scheme, the
application can define its critical data set through queries and keep
it up-to-date in real-time. For applications with a well-defined
scope of queries this approach is preferable, while complex web
applications will profit from using the EBF due to lower latency for
the initial page load and lower resource usage in the backend.

Figure 4: Consistency Levels provided by Q UAESTOR: ∆atomicity, Monotonic Writes, Read-Your-Writes, Monotonic Reads
are given by default, Causal Consistency and Strong Consistency
can be chosen per operation (with a performance penalty).

respective TTLs. In this way, only non-expired queries are added
to the Bloom filter upon invalidation. After their TTL is expired,
queries are removed from the Bloom filter. As a normal Bloom filter does not allow removals, the EBF is maintained as a Counting
Bloom filter [13] which allows discarding queries once they are no
longer stale. As it is inefficient to generate the non-counting Bloom
filter for each request, the server-side EBF efficiently updates the
flat Bloom filter (i.e. all non-zero counters) upon changes.
Client-side EBF Usage. Clients receive a flat, immutable copy of
the EBF, i.e. a normal Bloom filter. As the server has no knowledge
of data in individual caches, it is not client-specific. A stale query
is contained in the EBF until the highest TTL that the server previously issued for that query has expired. While contained, the query
always causes a cache miss. Q UAESTOR’s client SDK abstracts
from this by transparently performing the EBF lookup for each
query executing the freshness policy in the background. As discrepancies between actual and estimated TTLs can cause extended
periods for which queries are contained in the EBF and considered
stale, clients perform a differential whitelisting: every query and
record that has been revalidated since the last EBF update is added
to a whitelist and considered fresh until the next EBF renewal.
The false positive rate f depends on the Bloom filter size m in
bits. When the size matches the initial congestion window of TCP
with m ≈ 10 · 1460 byte = 14.6 KB it is always transferred in one
round-trip. With these parameters, the Bloom filter has a false positive rate of 6% when containing 20,000 distinct stale queries.
Scalability. The EBF is able to scale both reads and writes. Read
scalability is achieved by replicating the complete EBF and balancing loads of the Bloom filter over the replicas. Write scalability
is reached through per-table partitioning: each table has its own
EBF instance. This horizontally distributes Bloom filter modifications and expiration tracking. At read time, the aggregated EBF
is constructed by a union over the EBF partitions through a bitwise OR-operation over the Bloom filter bit vectors. Alternatively,
clients can also exploit the table-specific EBFs to decrease the total
false positive rate at the expense of loading more individual EBFs.
We omit detailed evaluation results for brevity, but the Redis-based
implementation of the Expiring Bloom Filter provides sufficient
performance to sustain a throughput of >150 K queries or invalidations per second for each Redis instance.
Implementation. The EBF is in the critical request path: cachable
queries and reads lead to an EBF write for the respective record and
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To provide server-side query invalidations, Q UAESTOR registers
all cached queries in InvaliDB which in turn notifies Q UAESTOR as
soon as a query result becomes stale. While we use SQL for the
sake of clarity in our illustrations, InvaliDB supports MongoDB’s
query language.
The invalidation pipeline (InvaliDB) matches change operations
to cached queries. For each cached query, it determines whether an
update changes the result set. The invalidator then outputs a set of
queries with stale cached query results to Q UAESTOR, which sends
out invalidations to reverse proxy caches and CDNs. This check
is performed by re-evaluating queries on after-images of the relevant database partition in a distributed stream processing system
(Apache Storm) co-located with Q UAESTOR. The throughput of
the invalidation pipeline is the limiting constraint of query caching
and determines how many queries can be cached at the same time.
Through a capacity management model only queries that are sufficiently cachable are admitted and prioritized based on the costs of
maintaining them.
Notification Events. InvaliDB continuously matches record afterimages provided with each incoming write operation (insert, update, delete) against all registered queries. Q UAESTOR can subscribe to an arbitrary combination of the following events, each of
which triggers a notification: add (an object enters a result set) ,
remove (an object leaves a result set), change (an object already
contained in a result set is updated without altering its query). To illustrate these different events, consider the query in Figure 5 which
selects blog posts tagged with the keyword example. First, a new
blog post is created which is yet untagged and therefore not contained in the result set (box). When an update operation adds the
example tag to the blog post, it enters the result set which triggers
an add notification. Later, another tag is added which does not affect the matching condition and therefore only changes the object’s
state, thus entailing a change notification. When the example tag
is finally removed from the blog post, the matching condition does
not hold anymore and the object leaves the result set, causing a
remove notification to be sent.
With respect to query invalidation, only two combinations of
event notifications are useful: When the cached query result contains the IDs of the matching objects (id-list), an invalidation is only
required on result set membership changes (add/remove). Caching
full data objects (object-list) on the other hand also requires an invalidation as soon as any object in the result set changes its state
(add/remove/change).
2 https://github.com/Baqend/Orestes-Bloomfilter
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Figure 5: Notifications as an object gets updated.

Workload Distribution. InvaliDB relies on three tasks to provide scalable real-time notifications: query ingestion (registration
of new queries), changestream ingestion (distribution of record
after-images) and matching (invalidation detection), each of which
is distributed over the nodes in a cluster using the Apache Storm
real-time computation framework [1]. The matching workload is
distributed by hash-partitioning both the stream of incoming data
objects and the set of active queries orthogonally to one another,
so that every instance of the matching task is responsible for only
a subset of all queries (query partitioning) and only a fraction of
their result sets (datastream partitioning). The ingestion workload,
in contrast, is not partitioned, but scattered across task instances.
Every instance of the query and changestream ingestion tasks transactionally pulls newly arrived data items (query activations/deactivations or update operations, respectively) from the source and
forwards them according to the partitioning scheme.
SELECT * FROM posts WHERE tags CONTAINS 'example'

Query
Part. 1

Query
Part. 2

Object
Part. 1

Invalidation Detection

+'example'

Query
Part. 3

For Each Query:
Is Match?
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Part. 2

4.1

INVALIDATIONS AND EXPIRATIONS

tags:
{'music'}
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{'example'}

change

Was Match?

add remove

%

Object
Part. 3

4.

SELECT * FROM posts WHERE tags CONTAINS 'example'

tags: {'example', 'music'}

any thereby invalidated query result. To scale to high throughputs,
we implemented two EBF variants available as open-source2 . The
in-memory implementation targets single-server setups while the
distributed implementation is capable of sharing the state of the
EBF across machines. In the distributed case, all DBaaS servers
communicate with the in-memory key-value store Redis [3], which
holds the counting Bloom Filter and the tracked expirations.
In summary, Q UAESTOR maintains an Expiring Bloom Filter (EBF) of potentially stale queries and records so that expiration-based caches can be leveraged while guaranteeing tunable ∆atomicity. To maintain the EBF, changes to query results have to
be detected and added in real-time, as described in the following
section.

Invalidations

Figure 6: InvaliDB workload distribution: Every node is only assigned a subset of all queries and a fraction of all incoming updates.
Figure 6 illustrates workload distribution in a 9-node cluster with
three object partitions (lightly shaded rows) and three query partitions (strongly shaded columns). Please note that we omit the parallelism of the data ingestion tasks here in favour of simplicity and
only make the distribution of the matching task explicit.
When a query is received by one instance of the query ingestion
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task, it is forwarded to all matching task instances in its respective query partition (e.g. query partition 2). Since InvaliDB has
to be aware of the result sets of all newly added queries in order
to maintain their correct state, every new query is initially evaluated on Q UAESTOR and then sent to InvaliDB together with the
initial result set. To rule out the possibility of missing updates in
the timeframe between the initial query evaluation (on Q UAESTOR)
and the successful query activation (on all responsible InvaliDB
nodes), all recently received objects are replayed for a query when
it is installed. When an update operation is registered by one of the
changestream ingestion task instances, this operation and its corresponding after-image are forwarded to all matching task instances
in the respective object partition (e.g. object partition 3). In the
example, the one that is responsible for query partition 2 and object
partition 3 detects a new match for the example query and therefore
sends out an add notification. To prevent ingestion and matching
task instances from competing for resources, we do not colocate
them on the same nodes.
Scalability. Since InvaliDB partitions both the change stream and
the set of all active queries, single-node performance does not limit
overall system performance: As long as every query can be handled by a single node, changestream partitioning is not required
and the load can be spread across the cluster by simply assigning
every node a fair share of all active queries. However, additional
changestream partitioning allows distributing responsibility for a
single query over several machines and guarantees low latency even
when the resources required for handling individual queries exceed
single-node capacity. Thus, overall performance is neither bounded
by update throughput nor by the number of active queries nor by
query selectivity or result set size and scales linearly with the number of cluster nodes (see Section 6.3).
Managing Query State. Simple static matching conditions such as
WHERE tags CONTAINS ’example’ are stateless, meaning that
no additional information is required to determine whether a given
after-image satisfies them. As a consequence, the only state required for providing add, remove or change notifications to stateless queries is the former matching status on a per-record basis.
This state can be partitioned by record id and thus can be easily
distributed, just like the computation itself.
With additional ORDER BY, LIMIT or OFFSET clauses, however,
a formerly stateless query becomes stateful in the sense that the
matching status of a given record becomes dependent on the matching status of other objects. For sorted queries, InvaliDB is consequently required to keep the result ordered and maintain additional
information such as the entirety of all items in the offset. To capture result permutations, changeIndex events are emitted that represent positional changes within the result. Our current implementation maintains order-related state in a separate processing layer
partitioned by query.
Implementation. All components of InvaliDB are written in Java
and executed on Apache Storm. The query engine is pluggable and
supports any stateless predicates. Communication between Q UAE STOR and InvaliDB is handled through Redis message queues.
Scope. InvaliDB does not yet support joins and aggregations.
Since Q UAESTOR is designed for aggregate-oriented, denormalized NoSQL databases, the capability to pose predicates on nested
documents is sufficient to reflect 1:1 and 1:n relationships. Aggregations with groupings are ongoing work and therefore currently
uncached.
In summary, InvaliDB provides a scalable stream processing system for detecting query invalidations. Its central trade-off lies in the
partitioning of both queries and changes, which renders joins infeasible but enables linear scalability and low latency.

4.2

Statistical TTL Estimation

The TTL Estimator provides stochastic estimations of cache expiration times for query results and cached records. Our mechanism
is based on the insight that any cached record should ideally expire
right before its next update occurs, thus achieving maximum cache
hit rates while avoiding unnecessary invalidations. The discrepancy
between the actual and the estimated TTL directly determines the
amount of data considered stale and hence affects the false positive
rate of the EBF. High cache hit rates and an effective EBF size thus
require reliable TTL estimates.
We use a dual strategy for estimating expirations for query results and records. Initially, TTLs are estimated through the stochastic process of incoming updates. Poisson processes count the occurrences of events in a time interval t characterized by an arrival
rate λ and are an established model for web workloads [50]. For a
Poisson process, the inter-arrival times of events have an exponential cumulative distribution function (CDF), i.e. each of the identically and independently distributed random variables Xi has the
cumulative density F(x; λ ) = 1 − e(−λ x) f or x ≥ 0 and mean 1/λ .
For each database record, Q UAESTOR can estimate (through sampling) the rate of incoming writes λw in some time window t.
The result set Q of a query of cardinality n can then be regarded as a set of independent exponentially distributed random
variables Xi , . . . , Xn with different write-rates λw1 , . . . , λwn . Estimating the TTL for the next change of the result set requires
a distribution that models the minimum time to the next write,
i.e. min{X1 , . . . , Xn }, which is again exponentially distributed with
λmin = λw1 + . . . + λwn . The quantile function then provides estimates that have a probability p of seeing a write before expiration:

F −1 (p, λmin ) =

−ln(1 − p)
.
λmin

(1)

By varying the quantile, higher/lower TTLs and thus cache hit rates
can be traded off against more or fewer invalidations. Alternatively,
the TTL can be estimated using the expected time until the next
write. This results in always using the observed mean TTL, but in
turn does not allow fine-grained adjustments.
For individual records, we always use an estimate based on the
approximated write-rates. For queries, the Poisson estimate based
on the write-rates on the keys of the result set is only used as an
initial estimate. If a query result is invalidated, the actual TTL of
the result was the difference between the invalidation time stamp
and the previous read time stamp. We can hence update our old
estimate according to an exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA) closer towards the true TTL:
T T Lquery = α × T T Lold + (1 − α) × T T Lactual .

(2)

The current TTL estimate for a query is kept in a shared partitioned
data structure called the active list, which is accessed by all Q UAE STOR nodes. The key idea of the TTL estimation model is to make
an educated guess about the initial TTL which should then move
towards the “true” TTL with some lag after invalidations. TTL
estimation is used for queries and records in both expiration- and
invalidation-based caches. Note that this does not require clock
synchronization, as only relative time spans are used.
Representing Query Results. A cached query can either be served
as a list of record URLs (id-list) or as a full result set (objectlist). Id-lists are more space-efficient and yield higher per-record
cache hit rates but require more round-trips to assemble the result
– the decision which representation to use cannot be made by the
cache. Q UAESTOR employs a cost-based decision model in order to
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Figure 7: End-to-end example of query caching.

weigh fewer invalidations against fewer round-trips when choosing
object-lists or id-lists (omitted due to space constraints).

5.

END-TO-END EXAMPLE

Figure 7 gives an end-to-end example of the steps involved in
serving cachable queries. In the depicted setting, the client begins
by fetching the EBF containing a stale query (q2 ) still cached in the
client (1). Therefore when loading the query, the client triggers a
revalidation that refreshes the client cache and causes a miss at the
invalidation-based cache. Using the active list, the server passes the
query to InvaliDB for future change detection, while estimating the
TTL and deciding between an id-list and object-list representation
(2). Before returning the result, the query is reported to the EBF,
so that every subsequent invalidation within the newly estimated
TTL makes the cached query stale. The returned result is cached
in both caches using the new expiration. When the client performs
a query that is not stale (q1 ), the cache can serve the result (3).
A change operation to a record contained in that query result is
forwarded to the database and the respective after-image passed to
InvaliDB (4). InvaliDB detects the change to the query and reports
the invalidation to the EBF. As the query still has a non-expired
TTL, the EBF adds the stale query and triggers an invalidation to
prevent stale reads of the old query result.

6.

EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate that Q UAESTOR’s scalability is
only limited by the write throughput of the underlying database
system. We evaluate Q UAESTOR with regard to latency, throughput and staleness (and hence the effectiveness of the TTL estimator) compared to a baseline of just using a CDN, only using a client

cache and no caching at all. We further demonstrate the linear scalability of InvaliDB and the high throughput of the Expiring Bloom
Filter.

6.1

Experimental setup

Setup. Our experimental design is based on the YCSB benchmark
[20]. YCSB defines a set of common workloads to evaluate the
performance of cloud databases. We implemented a YCSB-style
framework that extends the widely-used original benchmark in two
aspects: a multi-threading model for massive connection parallelism and a multi-client model to scale the client tier [25]. As a
baseline to our experiments, we used the Orestes DBaaS [27] with
uncached communication, which we deem representative (aside
from static latency overhead) for state-of-the-art database services
that do not use web caching. The Orestes architecture also provides
the foundation for Baqend’s cloud services.
We evaluated Q UAESTOR on the following EC2 setup: MongoDB was configured in a cluster setting with 3 m3.xlarge (4 vCPUs, 15 GB RAM, 2x40 GB SSDs) instances with 2 shard servers
and 1 configuration server. Documents were sharded through their
hashed primary key. The Expiring Bloom Filter as well as the
Redis-backed active list were hosted on one m3.xlarge instance,
respectively. Further, we used 3 Quaestor servers and a varying
number of workload-generating client instances (all m3.xlarge).
To demonstrate the full impact of geographic round trip latency,
Q UAESTOR, MongoDB and InvaliDB were hosted in a virtual private cloud in the EC2 Ireland region, with workloads being generated from the Northern California region. In the setups using a
CDN, Fastly was used (round-trip latency 4 ms). Cache misses at
CDN edge servers were forwarded to Q UAESTOR nodes in a roundrobin manner.
Workloads. Workloads were specified by defining a discrete distribution of operations (reads, queries, inserts, partial updates, and
deletes). TCP connections were pre-warmed for 30 seconds on a
dummy table. Load was generated using asynchronous requests
with 300 HTTP connections per client instance. Each data point
was created under 5 minutes of load, which was sufficient to
achieve stable and reproducible results. Requests were generated
by first sampling a request type and then sampling the key/query
and table to use (using a Zipfian distribution). For the workloads
we analyzed, 10 database tables, each with 10,000 documents, were
generated for each run. Further, 100 distinct queries per table were
generated to initially return on average 10 documents.
Monte Carlo simulation. We also implemented a Monte Carlo
simulation framework of our caching model that simulates interactions of concurrent clients with client and CDN caches as well
as Q UAESTOR. Simulation is the most reliable method to analyze
properties like staleness as it provides globally ordered event time
stamps for each operation and does not rely on error-prone clock
synchronization. Further, the simulation enables detailed analysis
optimization of various workload parameters such as latency distributions, TTL estimation models and capacity configurations.

6.2

Quaestor

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Q UAESTOR, we vary typical
workload parameters such as incoming connections, the number of
queries and documents, and update rates. We study Q UAESTOR’s
scalability and performance under high throughput and extend the
analysis to more clients and measured staleness using simulation.
We do not compare Q UAESTOR to geo-replicated systems (e.g.
Pileus) as our main point is to show that commodity web caching
highly improves latency with very little staleness and no additional
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Figure 8: Cloud-based evaluation of Q UAESTOR.

servers. Geo-replication schemes tuned towards one specific geographical setup will likely still outperform Q UAESTOR.
Read-heavy workload. We begin evaluating Q UAESTOR on
a read-heavy workload with 99% queries and reads (equally
weighted) and 1% writes. Figure 8a demonstrates Q UAESTOR’s
throughput scalability against a baseline without dynamic caching,
a CDN with InvaliDB, and the EBF-based client cache only. At
maximum load (3000 asynchronous connections delivered by 10
client instances), Q UAESTOR achieves an 11-fold speed-up versus
an uncached baseline, a 5-fold improvement over the EBF-based
client cache (EBF only) and a 69.5% improvement over a CDN
with InvaliDB. Using a CDN with InvaliDB yields superior performance to only using client caches since clients rely on the CDN to
fill up their caches quickly. Client-side Bloom filters were refreshed
every second to ensure minimal staleness. Figure 8f illustrates the
latency distribution where most queries are client cache hits with
no latency, CDN hits induce an average latency of 4 ms and cache
misses 150 ms. Note that linear scalability is not possible since an
increasing number of clients increases the number of updates and
thus reduces cacheability.
Mean round-trip latency between client instances and Q UAE STOR was 145 ms with a variance of 1 ms between runs (error
bars omitted due to scale). Figures 8b and 8c show read and query
latency for the same setup. For 3000 connections, Q UAESTOR
achieved a mean query latency of 3.2 ms and a mean read latency
of 17.5 ms. As there are 100× more records than queries, cache
hit rates for queries are higher and latencies lower. Note that the
latency of the client-cache only (EBF only) variant increases due
to more overhead at the database. In contrast, CDN latency for
queries improves initially and remains constant afterwards because
separate clients access the same CDN edge.
Varying query count. Scalability with regard to query count is
governed by the provided InvaliDB configuration (which scales
linearly, as shown in Section 6.3). We demonstrate the effect of
increasing query counts with regard to average request latency and
cache hit rates for the same InvaliDB configuration used in the readheavy workload (8 InvaliDB matching nodes). Figure 8d shows

how both read and query request latencies are affected by increasing query count. Read latency improves because a larger portion
of keys is part of a cached query result. All records in a result
are inserted into the cache as individual entries, thus causing read
cache hits by side effect. This improves read latency from initially
20 ms to a mean read latency of 15 ms. Query latency increases
with query count due to decreasing cache hit rates at the client, as
shown in Figure 8e. Cache hit rates at the CDN are comparably
stable since the concurrent client instances cause sufficient cache
hits by side effect for each other. Ultimately, Q UAESTOR’s performance for increasing query counts depends more on the popularity
of individual queries and the update rate than on the total number
of queries.
Varying write rates. Read-dominant workloads naturally lend
themselves to caching since they allow higher consistency, longer
TTLs, fewer invalidations and less database load. With increasing
update rates, throughout is limited by the database. We demonstrate how cache hit rates degrade by increasing update rates (keeping equal read and query rates) in Figure 9. Only 1200 connections were used to avoid being limited by the write throughput of
the MongoDB cluster. Client cache hit rates for both records and
queries decrease predictably with increasing update rate. Figure
9 shows how staleness (EBF refresh interval) can be used to mitigate performance degradation in write-heavy scenarios. Notably,
the refresh interval has only little impact on cache hit rate degradation. There is no linear correlation between increasing refresh rate
and lower latency on higher write rates. This is because increasing write rates also leads to lower TTLs. Hence, increasing EBF
refresh rates above a certain threshold only leads to more staleness
without improved client performance.
Varying document count. Finally, we investigate Q UAESTOR’s
performance for varying document counts. Table 1 compares latencies for different database sizes, which was achieved by changing the number of database collections. Each collection contains
10,000 documents and is accessed by 100 distinct queries. We increased experiment durations to 600 s and changed the Zipf constant to 0.99 to account for the fact that with increasing document
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and query counts, caches take significantly longer to fill up. Results
show that for very small databases and distributions with high Zipf
constants, reads and writes concentrate on the same few objects and
thus limit cache hit rates. For increasing database sizes, caches take
longer to fill up and TTLs have to be adjusted upwards, thus limiting performance during experiments. In the following section, we
analyze client-side staleness through Monte Carlo simulation.
Table 1: Performance overview for increasing document counts for
a request distribution with Zipfian constant 0.99.
Documents

Queries

Queries

Reads

10,000
100,000
1 million
10 million

100
1000
10,000
100,000

13.8 ms
5.5 ms
11.9 ms
34.8 ms

70 ms
40.2 ms
27.2 ms
133 ms

EBF-Bounded Staleness. The EC2-based evaluation showed
Q UAESTOR under maximum load, using relatively few client instances with many parallel connections. To analyze staleness , we
use a more typical configuration of many clients (100) with fewer
HTTP connections per client (6, as is in most browsers) in the simulation. The simulation detects staleness (i.e. any violations of
linearizability [29]) in the client caches and the CDN. Client-side
staleness is bounded by the EBF refresh interval. Upon every EBF
renewal, clients revalidate stale cache entries identified by the filter.
CDN staleness is primarily governed by invalidation latency. In our
experiments, CDN staleness was constantly below 0.1%.
Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between Bloom filter refresh rate and client staleness. Staleness initially increases fast between 1 s and 10 s refresh rate, but is limited by two factors for
higher refresh rates. First, every time a client begins an update operation it invalidates the corresponding record from its own cache.
Second, client staleness rates are limited by cache hit rates, which
were up to 60% for records and up to 95% for queries in the benchmark, thus explaining the difference between record and query staleness.
TTL estimation. We also used the simulator to compare our TTL
estimation scheme against the true TTL for every query, which we
define as the time period a query could have been cached until invalidation. Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) for estimated and true TTLs for a 1% write rate for 10 minutes. While we omit a detailed analysis of per-query errors due to
space constraints, the CDF comparison shows the expected result
of having a similar distribution for the majority of TTLs and larger
errors on the unpredictable long tail of the access distribution.
Production results. Baqend currently hosts a range of production applications and has delivered performance improvements to
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Figure 11: CDF of Quaestor’s TTL estimation scheme vs. true CDF.

numerous websites. As an example we report the results of the ecommerce company Thinks. While being featured in a TV show
with 3.5 Mio. viewers, the shop had to provide low latency to potential customers. By relying on Q UAESTOR to cache all static data
(e.g. files) and dynamic query results (e.g. articles with stock counters) the website achieved sub-second loads while being requested
by 50,000 concurrent users (>20,000 HTTP requests per second).
The business effect was measurable: the shop achieved a conversion rate of 7.8%, which is roughly 3 times above the industry average [16]. Usually, such a request volume requires massive scale
in the backend. However, since the CDN cache hit rate was 98%,
the load could be handled by 2 DBaaS servers and 2 MongoDB
shards.

6.3

InvaliDB

Setup. To demonstrate the scalability of our real-time matching approach, we measured sustainable matching throughput and match
latency for differently sized InvaliDB deployments on Amazon
EC2. Our test setup comprised one client machine, one Q UAE STOR server, one Redis server and an InvaliDB cluster. As a baseline, we evaluated our InvaliDB deployment with only a single node
for query matching and then doubled both the number of active
queries and the number of matching nodes with every subsequent
experiment series. Every deployment had a single node dedicated
to query and change stream ingestion. The Redis server hosting
the message queues for communication between InvaliDB and the
Q UAESTOR server as well as all InvaliDB nodes were c3.large
instances with 2 VCPUs (Xeon E5-2680 v2, Ivy Bridge) and 3.75
GB RAM each.
Workload. For every InvaliDB configuration, we performed a series of experiments, each of which consisted of two phases: In the
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preparation phase, any still-active queries from earlier experiments
were removed and queries for the upcoming one were activated.
In the subsequent 2-minute measurement phase, the client machine
performed 1,000 insert operations per second against the Q UAE STOR server and measured notification latency as the difference
between the timestamp of notification arrival and of the point in
time directly before sending the corresponding insert statement.
We chose the same constant update throughput of 1,000 inserts
per second for all experiment series, but varied the number of active queries relatively to the number of matching nodes in each InvaliDB cluster, so that all clusters were exposed to the same relative
load. We started each experiment series with 500 active queries per
node and increased their number by the same amount until the system was saturated and incoming operations started queueing up.
Thus, the cluster with only 1 matching node started with 500 active
queries, whereas the 16-node cluster started with 8,000.
Evaluation. To demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of InvaliDB, we measured notification latency under increasing load for
5 InvaliDB clusters employing between 1 and 16 matching nodes.
All clusters achieved 99th percentile latencies below 20 ms up to
3 mio. and below 30 ms up to 4 mio. ops/s per node, while huge
latency spikes marked system capacity at roughly 5 mio. ops/s per
node. Peak latencies never exceeded 100 ms under load of 3 mio.
ops/s per node or less. The line plot in Figure 12 illustrates that
matching throughput scales linearly with the number of matching
nodes even under tight latency bounds.

7.

RELATED WORK

Web caching. In contrast to server-side caching solutions (e.g.
Memcache, Oracle Result Cache, Data Grids) we aim to provide
low end-to-end latency by exploiting existing HTTP caching infrastructures. In earlier work [28, 27], we have proposed a comprehensive scheme for leveraging HTTP caching for single database
records. We extended this foundation by considering the more realistic setting of a full DBaaS API that includes arbitrary queries
and non-stationary workloads. In related work, web caches are either treated as a storage tier for immutable content or as means of
content distribution for media that do not require freshness guarantees [32, 24]. Candan et al. [14] first explored automated
invalidation-based web caching with the CachePortal system that
detects changes of HTML pages by analyzing corresponding SQL
queries. Breslau et al. were the first to systematically analyze how
Zipf-distributed access patterns ideally lend themselves for limited
storage capacities of web caches [12, 33, 52]. This insight is related
to our proposed capacity management scheme: even if only a small
subset of “hot” queries can be actively matched against update operations, this is sufficient to achieve high cache hit rates. Another
example for the use of Bloom filters in caching is Orestes [28], that
employs them for staleness checks on cached database records.
Query Caching. Scalable query caching has previously been tackled from different angles. Garrod et al. have proposed Ferdinand, a
proxy-based caching architecture forming a distributed hash table
[26]. Their consistency management is based on a publish/subscribe invalidation architecture where query templates are mapped
to multicast groups. DBCache, DBProxy and MTCache [5, 37,
11] also rely on dedicated database proxies to generate distributed
query plans that can efficiently combine cached data with the original database. These systems need built-in tools of the database
system for consistency management and are less motivated by latency reduction than by reducing query processing in the database.
Blanco et al. investigated query caching in the context of incremental search indices [10]. To achieve cache coherence, they generate
a synopsis of invalidated documents in the ingestion pipeline and

check it before returning a cached search query. Unlike our evolving EBF, the synopses are immutable, created in batch and only
used to predict likely invalidations at server-side caches.
Expiration-Based Caching. In the literature, the idea of using a
TTL-based model has previously been explored in the context of
file and search result caching. Fixed TTL schemes that neither vary
in time nor between requested objects/queries lead to a high level
of staleness [53]. A popular and widely used TTL estimation strategy is the Alex protocol [31] that originates from the Alex FTP
cache [15]. It calculates the TTL as a percentage of the time since
the last modification, capped by an upper TTL bound. This is similar to Q UAESTOR’s TTL update strategy for queries but has the
downside of neither converging to the actual TTL nor being able
to give estimates for new queries. Alici et al. proposed an adaptive TTL computation scheme for web-search results [4]. In their
model, expired queries are compared with their latest cached version. If the result has changed, the TTL is reset to a minimum TTL,
otherwise, the TTL is augmented by an increment function that can
either be static or trained from logs. Though the model is adaptive,
it requires offline learning, does not incorporate invalidations and
assumes a central cache co-located with the search index.
Q UAESTOR separates itself from previous work on query
caching in multiple aspects. First, it uses existing HTTP infrastructure and does not require custom caching servers. Employing stochastic models, this work provides a record-level analysis
of query results to provide much more fine-grained TTL estimates.
Furthermore, the cost-based optimization and flexibility of the EBF
yield a tunable trade-off between query latency, consistency, and
server load by adapting to the workload at runtime.
Geo-replication. Another common approach for latency reduction is geo-replication, which can be combined with Q UAESTOR’s
caching. Instead of storing data on geographically distributed web
caches, the database system itself is distributed over multiple geographical replica sites [9, 44, 35, 38, 21, 45, 17, 22, 19, 43]. Web
caching as employed in Q UAESTOR can be viewed as a form of
asynchronous, on-demand geo-replication. Our work is inspired by
Pileus [49] that also achieves low latency, single round-trip writes
and bounded staleness. In contrast to Pileus, Q UAESTOR 1) supports queries 2) relies on web caches instead of custom replicas 3)
scales to an arbitrary number of caches, as staleness information is
consolidated in one EBF instead of being polled from each replica.
Latency-consistency trade-off. Consistency in replicated storage
systems has been studied in both theory [29, 51] and practice [8,
39]. Similar to asynchronously replicated systems [22, 19, 36],
Q UAESTOR trades consistency against performance by invalidating asynchronously and allowing stale reads. We studied the strict
staleness bounds imposed by the EBF through a Monte Carlo simulation that is similar to PBS proposed by Bailis et al. [8].
Web performance. A key finding of performance in modern web
applications is that perceived speed and page load times are a result
of physical network latency [30]. The HTTP/1.1 protocol that currently forms the basis of the web and REST APIs suffers from inefficiencies that have partly been addressed by HTTP 2 [34]. Once
adopted by caches, CDNs and end devices, its push model will allow to simplify the query result representation in Q UAESTOR to
always favor id-lists without any performance downsides. As operations are furthermore multiplexed through a single connection,
any refreshes of the EBF can be performed without causing headof-line blocking for queries and CRUD requests.
Continuous Query Maintenance. Even though the integration of
stored and streaming data has been studied for decades in the context of relational databases [48, 6], their inadequacy to handle realtime data has been widely accepted [46, 47]. Materialized view
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maintenance [18] and query notifications [41], in particular, are
designed for domains where updates are infrequent. InvaliDB, in
contrast, scales with write throughput and the number of currently
maintained queries through a shared-nothing architecture.
In summary, Q UAESTOR is inspired by the idea of georeplication and fundamentally based on techniques from related
work, such as Bloom filters for compact digests, expiration-based
caching for passive replication as well as continuous queries for
cache invalidations. We believe, that Q UAESTOR adds a useful design choice for low-latency, data-centric cloud services.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the applicability of web caching
for mutable query results. The contribution of this paper is a novel
caching approach for dynamic data to improve loading times in
web applications. We rely on three pivotal ideas to make this possible: (1) the Expiring Bloom Filter as a compact client representation for stale data, (2) a scalable real-time invalidation scheme
that matches updates to cached query results, and (3) an online
TTL estimator. As a result, Q UAESTOR offers a middleware for
query caching with client-defined staleness bounds as well as several client-centric consistency guarantees. The presented approach
is the central technology of the cloud service Baqend that uses it
to provide significant load time improvements for websites. Evaluation results demonstrate Q UAESTOR’s effectiveness in reducing
latency by up to an order of magnitude while strictly limiting staleness.
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